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These days the tension between the West and the East is all too palpable. On both sides there is fear of terrorism, of foreign values that threaten to override those that are held as one’s own; generally a fear of the Unknown and the breaching of one’s own physical or moral territory.  That these tensions are not just a modern issue may be clear, especially to those familiar with the historical records concerning the Crusades. As John V. Tolan says in his work Saracens: Islam in the Medieval European Imagination: “Feelings of rivalry, contempt, and superiority have existed on both sides all through the intervening centuries, tinged or tempered at times with feelings of doubt, inferiority, curiosity, or admiration” (Tolan, xvii). When it comes to the study of medieval literature written in the West featuring Islamic people (usually called Saracens), one may wonder how these conflicting emotions are represented in these narratives – and in general, how the Saracens are represented as a foreign people. To assess this, it might be worthwhile to look at some theories stemming from the field of post-colonial studies: a field which has busied itself with the process of cultures colliding and its aftermath can surely provide interesting insights for our current discussion. More on this below. 

Choosing the material
To narrow down the large corpus of texts featuring Saracens that have been written in the Medieval West, I have chosen to focus on three texts, all written in medieval England between roughly 1250 and 1325, and two of which were based on older (French) texts. The first text that will be discussed is King Horn (1250), the second Floris and Blancheflour (1250), and the third Richard Coeur de Lion (first quarter of the fourteenth century). For the first two texts I have used versions edited for TEAMS  Middle English Texts. King Horn was edited by Ronald B. Herzman, Graham Drake and Eve Salisbury and was originally published in Four Romances of England in 1999. Floris and Blancheflour was edited by Erik Kooper and was originally published in Sentimental and Humorous Romances in 2006. For Richard Coeur de Lion I had to use a more dated edition, the famous one by Karl Brunner from 1913, which was published as Der Mittelenglische Versroman über Richard Löwenherz. When quoting Brunner’s edition, I decided to provide my own modern English translations in order to make the quotes legible to a reader unfamiliar with Middle English. 
Why these three texts? It is common knowledge that all three narratives are probably derived from an older original, and also, there is such a large corpus of medieval texts featuring Saracens that some explanation concerning my choice of texts might be called for. First of all, there is simple personal preference. My studies concerning medieval literature have always focused on medieval literature from the British Isles, and as such I am most familiar with texts from that area. Also, my knowledge of the English (and Middle English) language is much greater than my knowledge of, for example, (Old) French. Finally, it needs to be said that all three narratives are very rich in their very own ways. I wanted to examine quite diverse stories in order to find multiple takes on the same subject, and I have found that in these three narratives. 

How to go about it
Having chosen the texts, it is time to outline how to go about it. What answers am I looking for, what would be the best way to find them, and how shall I then present the results? Since I want to know more about the representation of the Saracens in the three texts mentioned above, my research question will simply be:

How are the Saracen people represented in the Middle English romances King Horn, Floris and Blancheflour, and Richard, Coeur de Lion and what is their function within the narratives?

This is a rather broad question, but this way I can examine matters about functionality of foreign peoples in literature and the establishing of a literary identity of foreign people, and basically all that catches my attention where the representation of the Saracens in the chosen texts is concerned. 
	The plan is to analyse all three texts thoroughly and pinpoint interesting bits of representation. In all cases the functionality of the Saracen characters will be assessed. I have considered adding some historical background-information to this introduction, but after some consideration I decided against it. I find I agree with Debra Higgs Strickland, who says the following in her work Saracens, Demons and Jews: Making Monsters in Medieval Art: 

Just as the medieval Christian image of Jews bore little resemblance to actual Jews, so the medieval Christian view of Muslims bore little resemblance to actual Muslims. Just as we might speak of an “imaginary Jew”, so we can refer with equal confidence to an “imaginary Muslim”.
(Higgs Strickland, 165)
Since I will be dealing with ‘imaginary Muslims’ and am focusing on their representation and literary functionality, it seems unnecessary to go too deep into the historical Saracens. Surely it would be interesting to juxtapose historical representations of Saracens with literary representations, but that is a matter for another time. Of course, in the different chapters historical facts will be pointed out when relevant. 

Some relevant concepts
There are a few concepts from postcolonial studies that need some illumination before using them in the analyses. Mind, it is not my intention to provide a thorough postcolonial reading of the three texts – I just think these concepts might help to point out some interesting aspects of the representation.

Representation in postcolonial studies
The matter of representation has always been relevant to postcolonial studies. Some of the other concepts discussed below will link into this, but first a quote from The Postcolonial Studies Reader by Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin will serve to highlight the importance of the act of representation when dealing with foreign cultures: “In both conquest and colonisation, texts and textuality played a major part. European texts – anthropologies, histories, fiction, captured the non-European subject within European frameworks which read his or her alterity as terror or lack” (Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin​[1]​, PSR  85). The represented group of people may react by adjusting to the represented (and authoritative) image which is presented as the norm, or by resisting the representing authority and emphasising their otherness.  This notion of capturing an Other in a European framework is exactly what we are dealing with. 

Othering
In post-colonial theory, the notion of the Other or Othering (the act of having another represent the Other), is a recurring issue. Basically it means that one ascribes certain traits to a group of people (usually racial groups),  that one would not ascribe to the Self. As such, the Self and the Other become like absolute opposites, where the Other represents everything the Self does not want to be or should not be according to the norms set by his or her society. In post-colonial theory, the Self is usually western imperialist and the Other is non-western and often belonging to a colonized nation.  This notion of Othering is strongly connected to fear, fear of both the unknown and the dark traits one might find in oneself if there were no Other to project these traits on. In addition, the dark traits the Self projects on the Other also serve to increase the Self’s fear of the Other. Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin state the following in their The Empire Writes Back: “The Other can, of course, only be constructed out of the archive of ‘the self’, yet the self must also articulate the Other as inescapably different” (A.G.&T., TEWB 102).

Exoticism
According to Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin in their Postcolonial Studies: the Key Concepts, the word ‘exotic’ had the following meaning ascribed to it when first used: “ ‘alien, introduced from abroad, not indigenous’. By 1651, its meaning had been extended to include ‘an exotic habit and demeanor’ ” (A.G.&T., PSKC, 94). This notion of the ‘exotic’ increased in popularity during the nineteenth century. It “gained the connotations of a stimulating or exciting difference, something with which the domestic could be (safely) spiced” (A.G.&T., PSKC, 94). There was a rising fascination for voyagers, and exotic goods, specimen, animals and even human beings were brought back from travels to excite the Europeans. Here there was no threat of the foreign, only the glamour: “Isolated from their own geographical and cultural contexts, they represented whatever was projected onto them by the societies into which they were introduced” (A.G.&T, PSKC, 95).

Hybridity





Having discussed the motivation, plans and theoretical concepts for this thesis, it is time to move on to the actual analyses. Choosing a sequence based on presumptions concerning the chronology, first to be discussed will be King Horn, second Floris and Blancheflour and the last will be Richard Coeur de Lion. All this will, of course, be followed by a conclusion in which all will come together.


Alle beon he blithe
That to my song lythe!




































Saracens as Antagonists in King Horn

The Middle English story King Horn was written around 1250 (Speed, 564), and is probably inspired by the Middle French Romance of Horn. To give a brief summary of the story: Horn was the son of the king of Suddene (where this is exactly remains a matter for speculation), which at the start of the story is invaded by ‘Sarazins’. They kill his father, take over the kingdom and put Horn, along with some companions of about the same age (Horn is fifteen at the time) in a boat to be drowned at sea. Horn and his companions do not drown, however, they come to land at the kingdom of Westernesse. There, Horn is taken in by the king of the land, and soon the king’s daughter Rymenhild falls madly in love with him and starts to court him. Horn does not want to marry her until he has proven himself worthy, so he asks her to make sure he will be knighted, which she does. After this has come to pass, Horn sets out to perform brave deeds in order to be worthy of his lady’s love. Quite conveniently, a group of Saracens arrives to invade Westernesse as well. Horn slays them all, and returns to claim his love. One of his childhood companions, jealous of Horn’s good fortune, tells the king of Horn’s rendez-vous with his daughter, and Horn is yet again exiled. He leaves but promises to return for Rymenhild. He goes west, ending up in Ireland, where he once more bumps into two members of the royal family and is taken in by their king. At some point a heathen giant comes in with news of the arrival of pagan invaders and a challenge, saying that three of the king’s men must fight one of theirs – the winner will have the ownership of the land. Horn decides to fight the single pagan on his own, and as it turns out, this was the same group of men that killed his father and took Suddene. He kills them all quickly, thus taking his revenge. In the meantime, Rymenhild was about to be given in marriage to an enemy of Horn’s, and he has to return to Westernesse to rescue her from such a fate. He returns, defeats Rymenhild’s would-be husband, marries her, and they live happily ever after. 

Saracens or not?
In King Horn the Saracens play the role of the obvious villain, the invaders, the ‘hethene Þhere’, or heathen hounds who come to destroy all the hero Horn holds dear. A tricky thing to our discussion is, that it is not exactly certain that when ‘Sarazins’ are mentioned in King Horn, they mean Muslims or Arabs. There are scholars who have taken historical, geographical and linguistic evidence to state that these Saracens of Horn are actually invading Vikings. Viking raids were much more common in Great Britain in those days, the areas described in the story have often been explained to be spots known to have been raided by Vikings, and Speed quotes McKnight concerning the linguistics, who stated the word would have a non-specific meaning, namely: “the conventional enemy in mediaeval romance” (McKnight in Speed, 566) and Hall stated the term was used for any kind of heathen, due to the influence of the Crusades (Hall in Speed, 566). Since the text of King Horn itself does not state outright where these Saracens come from, there is no conclusive answer to the question. Comparing it to other texts makes the matter only more problematic: the 1320 text of Horn Childe and Maiden Rimhild does not mention Saracens but puts Danes in the position of the villains, whereas the aforementioned possible source-text for the Middle English King Horn, the French Roman de Horn from 1170, deals with Saracens that are “explicitly from Islamic regions: collectively, from Africa, that is, North Africa (297, 1298, 2907); individually, also from Canaan (1463) and Persia (3000)” (Speed, 567)​[2]​. Speed goes on to compare the instances in King Horn in which Saracens feature with Middle French chansons-de-geste, in which Muslim Saracens were quite often the bad guys. I will not go into the details of this investigation, but she concludes that: 

The materials with which the author of King Horn seems most likely to have been familiar depict the Saracens as Islamic peoples, although it is not impossible that he was also aware of some group of “Saracens” which included Germanic pagans as well. His conscious concern, however, was probably rather with the functional identity of the Saracens as the enemy in his literary construct. The Saracens of King Horn are essentially a literary phenomenon, based not on figures from real life, but on other literary phenomena. (Speed, 594-595)

The function of the Saracens in King Horn
As stated above, the Saracens of King Horn function mostly as a literary device. They embody Godless evil incarnate, the threat of heathens that want to overcome the good Christian people of the West. In postcolonial terms, they would be the utmost Other. In King Horn, the Saracens have no true identity as a people, apart from the fact they are pagans – they are defined by their evil nature and Otherness, and nothing else. They come to conquer and are quite clear about that. When the group of Saracens first arrives at Suddene, one of them tells King Murry:

Thy lond folk we schulle slon,		slay
And alle that Crist luveth upon		
And the selve right anon.			
Ne shaltu todai henne gon.			Nor shall you; hence
(King Horn, ll. 47-50)

They are only described as Saracens or pagans, and there is no description of their clothes or weaponry or their appearance. Where their personality is concerned they are only called ‘bold’. The same sort of text we find upon the Saracens’ arrival at Westernesse: 

This lond we wullegh winne			wish to conquer
And sle that ther is inne			[the inhabitants]
(King Horn, ll. 607-608)

Again the Saracens are represented as bold pagans, nothing more. Captured within this European framework, the Saracens are nothing more than warrior adversaries whose evil plans are instrumental for their own doom. Their arrival in Ireland goes a bit differently, due to the challenge. Still, the gist is the same. They come to slay the people and take the land. In the case of the invasion of Suddene there is also mention of wanting the inhabitants to abandon their Christian faith, and take that of the Saracens instead: 
	
Ther ne moste libbe 				might not live
The fremde ne the sibbe.			[note says: no manner of men]
Bute hi here laye asoke,			Unless they their religion forsook
And to here toke.				theirs took
	(King Horn, ll. 67-70)

The Saracens’ obvious hostility regarding the Christian fate makes it all the more brave that Horn’s mother Godhild (an appropriate name one might add) retreated to live in a cave by herself to serve God. The author even adds to this that she did this “Aghenes the paynes forbode” (Against the pagan’s injunction, King Horn, ll. 80). In Godhild’s time of sorrow, she turned towards God, even if this might cause her more trouble at a later stage. 
	In general, it seems the function of the Saracens in King Horn is to make the heroes shine all the more brightly. Their appearance was the reason why Horn had to set out on his own, and became the man he was supposed to become, through trial and error. When it is time for Horn to prove himself as a newly dubbed knight, a bunch of Saracens conveniently appear at Westernesse’s shore so he can fight them off and show his prowess as a heroic knight. Their heathenness sets off the good Christian fate of Horn and his companions, as shown in the case of Godhild that was discussed above, but also for example when Horn is put on a large ship with the rest of the youngsters, and they survive. In the notes to King Horn that go with the TEAMS edition of the text  that was edited by Ronald B. Herzman, Graham Drake and Eve Salisbury, the following is said about this: “The boat has been set adrift and becomes subject to the will of God. Tradition held that those exposed in such a manner, just as those subjected to trials by ordeal, would die if guilty of some crime or sin. It could also be construed as a test of faith” (Herzman, Drake and Salisbury, note to King Horn, ll. 117-130). This motif can be found in other medieval texts as well; it would be recognizable, and as such the survival of Horn and his companions would not be ascribed to luck, but to divine intervention or the will of God, prevailing over the will of the heathens who wanted Horn to die.
	That leaves an interesting question: if the Saracens wanted Horn to die, why did they not kill him straight away instead of leaving him to the mercy of the sea? According to Herzman, Drake and Salisbury, “That Horn is not slain is quite extraordinary given his princely position and the possibility that revenge might occur” (Herzman, Drake and Salisbury, note to King Horn, ll. 100). The Saracen leader is quite open about this fear that the well-built Horn might come for them if they leave him alive, yet still they trust the sea will finish him off. Why take such a chance? The answer is, they are struck by Horn’s great beauty, and therefore cannot kill him.

Muchel was his fairhede, 			Great; beauty
For Jhesu Crist him makede.			
Payns him wolde slen, 			wanted to kill him
Other al quic flen, 				Or flay him alive
Yef his fairnesse nere:			If it were not for
The children alle aslaye were.		slain
	(King Horn, ll. 87-92)

Again, there is a reference to Christianity, to Jesus Christ himself this time. The fact the pagans do not kill Horn because of his beauty might simply mean they have a weakness for beauty, but in this case it seems that Horn’s God-given beauty protects him against the infidels; he might radiate something to which even unbelievers react, so that they know they cannot harm him. The fact the Saracens do not kill Horn gives him the image of a hero blessed by God, untouchable by ‘heathen hounds’.
	Another way in which the Saracens of King Horn make the hero look better is by the challenge the final group of Saracens poses the king of Ireland. By challenging the king to send three of his men to fight one of their own giant warriors, the Saracen contingent both shows their own prowess (as if they say “We rear tall, strong warriors that can take three of yours any day!”) and diminishes the stature of the Irish. The Irish King is actually afraid they will all die, even if he sends all three of the men he is allowed to send. This emphasises the truth of the Saracens’ battle prowess, but also puts the king in a rather bad light. Horn intervenes:

Sire King, hit nis no righte
On with thre to fighte:			One
Aghen one hunde,				Against; heathen hound
Thre Cristen men to fonde. 			Attack
Sire, I schal alone, 
(King Horn, ll. 835-839)

The fact that Horn wants to fight the Saracen alone shows him the more chivalrous and brave. He thinks three good Christians are too much for one ‘heathen hound’, thus also diminishing the stature of the Saracens, and of his own host, showing himself the better man and future king. The fact that Horn wins, shows the bragging of the Saracens in its true light: boasts with no grain.

Conclusion











































Sympathetic Saracens in Floris and Blancheflour

The Middle English Floris and Blancheflour was based on a French original (which was composed around 1160-1170) and was probably written around 1250. The text has survived in four manuscripts, but since none of these are direct copies of the original text, it is difficult to pinpoint the year of its composition (Kooper, Introduction par. 1). This text deals with the subject of Saracens in a way which is remarkably different from the approach that can be found in King Horn, a fact that Erik Kooper also noted as he cites Dorothee Metlitzki: “And, as Dorothee Metlitzki has pointed out, what is “remarkable is not only the Saracen setting… but the sympathetic treatment of the emir,” which again is in stark contrast with the role of the Saracens in King Horn” (Kooper, Introduction par. 1). 
First of all, a summary of the story will be provided. The beginning of the story has been lost, but the French version of the text can be used to fill in the blanks. Floris’s father and mother were the pagan King and Queen of Spain, and Blancheflour’s mother was a Christian slave to this Queen. The two women were good friends, and gave birth on the same day. Right from the start, Floris and Blancheflour were very close, and so fierce was their love that they could not abide being apart. The King notes this and he is opposed to the possibility of the children getting married. Therefore, he wants to kill Blancheflour. His wife stops his hand and persuades him to send Floris away for a while instead, in the hopes of cooling off the children’s love. This does not go as planned, and they have to think of yet another plan: again Floris’s mother persuades her husband not to kill Blancheflour, but instead they feign her death and sell her. So it happens: Blancheflour is sold by one of the king’s subjects, to a group of merchants from Babylon. When Floris hears of the supposed death of his love, he tries to kill himself right there and then, so his parents grudgingly tell him that Blancheflour is not truly dead. He wants to set out to find her and his parents now aid him by giving him everything he requires for his quest (which is mostly a lot of money and horses). He first meets a lord who lives near the port, who tells him Blancheflour was taken away by the merchants from Babylon, who wanted to sell her in their country. He thanks the man happily and sets out after his love. In Babylon he meets another lord, who tells Floris Blancheflour was sold to the Emir. The man sends Floris to his ‘sworn brother’, a burgess, who may help him reclaim his love. This man gives Floris some valuable information about the palace of the Emir and the tower in which the Emir’s harem is housed. He also tells him about the porter, a greedy and cruel man who will challenge Floris to a game of chess. So it happens, and when Floris lets the man win portions of his gold and tells the man he has a lot more riches, the porter swears allegiance to Floris. He then helps the youngster enter the harem tower by hiding him in a large basket of flowers. Floris is first brought to the room of Blancheflour’s friend Clarys, who then brings him to his love. The two are happily reunited and dally in Blancheflour’s bed until the Emir himself catches them there. The Emir is so furious that he wants to kill them right away, but then thinks the better of it and sends for his barons so the two lovers can be properly judged. When this takes place, everyone is so smitten by the youngsters’ purity of heart and the trueness of their love that they convince the Emir to let them go. The Emir himself is also quite emotional about it all, and after hearing all of Floris’s story, he decides to give the two lovers an honourable place in his household. They stay at the Emir’s palace until news reaches their ears that Floris’s father, the king of Spain, has passed away, and that Floris can go and claim his throne. The Emir tries to persuade the two to stay, but they eventually leave. Floris is crowned king of Spain, and converts to Christianity.  

Who is the bad guy?
As opposed to the Saracens in King Horn, the Saracens one finds in Floris and Blancheflour are not characterless villains whose only function is to be the Bad Guys. Of course, the two narratives are entirely different to begin with. King Horn tells of a warrior hero who must prove himself by the blade, whereas in the case of Floris and Blancheflour the heroes are lovers (often referred to as children, one of whom is even a pagan!) who need their own charm, the help of others and cunning in order to reach their goal. The word ‘ginne’ (which Erik Kooper translates as ‘stratagem’, or ‘ruse’ or ‘trick’) occurs twelve times in the text, which may say something about its importance. In a text in which it is not a warrior’s prowess which shall prevail, a different breed of ‘opposing force’ is called for. The Emir and his countrymen are no evil villains intent on keeping the two lovers apart simply for the sake of it – they actually stand in their right. They have bought Blancheflour fair and square, and they paid a fair price. Floris might say they have ‘stolen’ his love (“Stolen she was out mine countreie” (Floris and Blancheflour, ll. 501)), but seeing as Blancheflour was a commodity to begin with (the text starts out stating she was a slave to the king of Spain), the Saracens are playing ‘by the book’, if you will. The only claim Floris can make to his love is the claim of true love. One might also wish to remember that it was actually Floris’s father who truly wanted to part the young lovers and he and his wife were the ones who sold Blancheflour to begin with. Floris’s pagan parents are the true opposing forces – the Saracens are the obstacles to a happy ending.  
	It may also be clear that the Saracen characters the text gives us are no murderous heathen dogs. They are, in fact, quite civilized; at least as civilized as Floris’s countrymen. Apparently it was normal to keep slaves in Spain, same as it apparently was in Egypt (Kooper says the following about the Babylon of the Emir: “Probably not the Babylonian empire of Nebuchadnezzar, but [here he quotes Reiss] “the town of Bab-al-yun in ancient Egypt, which later became part of old Cairo” ” (Kooper, note to ll. 147)). Also, it seems that the land of the Emir is not a land in which everyone can take justice into their own hands – even the Emir chooses to have the law speak and he holds a trial for the young trespassers, even though the mighty surge of his wrath urged him to kill the lovers upon catching them. 
	There are four ‘obvious’ Saracen characters in the text. These are the lord Floris meets when first arriving in Babylon, this lord’s sworn brother, the porter, and the Emir of course (Clarys’ nationality remains unclear). It is interesting to note that both the lord and the lord’s sworn brother behave in much the same way as the lord who Floris meets at the haven in Spain – they are courteous and treat Floris with the best of care and help him as best as they can. More will be said on this repetitive behaviour below. The porter is the character in whom we see most of the legendary evil of the Saracens. At some point he is described as follows: 

The porter is colvard and feloun 			villainous; cruel
	(Floris and Blancheflour, ll. 705)

Why exactly he is described as such remains unclear – the porter does nothing exactly villainous or cruel, though he is quite greedy and easily switches allegiance when the bribe is high enough. Whether this is exactly villainous is a matter for speculation – it fits the narrative’s general focus on mercantile matters. Also, after the porter promised to be Floris’s man, he aids him, even though he fears for his life if he must go against the Emir’s wishes. He says:

“Ich am bitraied thourgh righte; 			betrayed indeed
Thourgh thi catel ich am bitraid,			property
And of mi lif ich am desmaid.			I despair of
Nou ich wot, child, hou hit geth:
For thee ich drede to tholie deth.			Suffer
And natheles ich ne schal thee nevere faile mo,
The whiles I mai ride or go.				As long as
Thi foreward ich wil helden alle,			condition; observe entirely
Whatso wille Þheref or falle.				Happen
Wende thou hom into thin in				Go
Whiles I think of som ginne.				
Bitwene this and the thridde dai			
Don ich wille that I mai.” 				What
(Floris and Blancheflour, ll. 775-787)

Once sworn to Floris, the porter does not take his word lightly, which might be seen as odd since he switched allegiances so easily. It might be said that in the story the one who is richest (whether gold, goods or cunning) rules. 
	The character of the Emir is also quite interesting: as stated before, he would be in his right where his purchase of Blancheflour is concerned, and one might imagine that finding a young man in bed with the woman you intended to marry is not exactly anyone’s idea of great fun. He has a temper, but not more so than might be expected, and he can stay his own hand and reign in his own fury if need be. His curiosity concerning where Floris came from was greater than his wish to slay the two. He speaks to Floris quite courteously then:

“Sai me now, thou bel ami,				good friend
Who made thee so hardi				brave
For to come into mi tour,			
To ligge ther bi Blauncheflour?			Lie
To wrotherhale ware ye bore;			evil fortune; born
Ye schollen tholie deth Þherefore.”  			Suffer
(Floris and Blancheflour, ll. 1006-1011)

These are not the words of an enraged, thwarted king who pulled his sword just moments before. The Emir is generally a rational man, not prone to rash decisions. In the above lines he asks his questions rather calmly and explains the consequences of Floris’s trespassing. Simple cause and effect, no apparent frothing at the mouth or threats of disembowelling or skinning alive. Floris has taken what did not belong to him (Blancheflour – probably her virginity), and must pay the price. You break, you buy.  
	Also, the Emir’s anger at what happened turns into a feeling of love after he heard Floris’s story. Apparently, the man is quite sentimental as well (he even weeps after hearing the story) and not without sympathy for lovers. Still, it is not easy for him to forgive the two right away, since Floris still caused grievous offence. One of his barons helps him out – he suggests the two lovers might win their freedom by telling the Emir how Floris managed to enter the tower. Such knowledge would be valuable indeed, because other more dangerous individuals might use the same route. When he tells them how he came in by means of a basket of flowers, everyone laughs and all is well. Floris has bought his freedom with information and the Emir had a logical, rational reason for ceding forgiveness. The Emir does not appear to be a character prone to evil deeds – he is more like a character who wishes for everything to run smoothly, following the rules of conduct and law. 

The function of the Saracens
The Saracens also have a literary role to play. Their very appearance adds something to the story any western king with his citizens could not: the charm and magic of the East. While the characters are not especially different from what one might expect from any western character (actually the similarities are more striking than any differences), the environment they inhabit with their magical well to test virgins, their gemstone wall inscribed with wisdom and the Tree of Love blooming in the Emir’s garden sparks the imagination. The tower in which Blancheflour is housed is marvellous in many respects, and its like cannot be found in Christian lands. This is exactly the point: these kinds of marvels suit the Emir’s land perfectly, whereas they would have appeared outlandish in western lands. By incorporating these exotic marvels into a Western story with Western heroes, the audience could have a taste of the exotic. The meaning of the term ‘exoticism’ has already been given in the introduction – Floris and Blancheflour is a very early example of this kind of fascination for the foreign, and of shaping this foreign entity in a way pleasing to the audience. This would explain why cultural elements appear not to be there, while the marvellous, colourful scenery is all too apparent. The story also gives a classic case of the ‘noble savage’: while these Saracens are no Christians (but remember: neither is Floris), they inhabit a bright, magical world and are civilized to the standards of the time. That which is different (or ‘Other’ if you will) might be feared, or revered. The last seems to be the case here. As Kathleen Coyne Kelly says: “ “Charming” is the operative word critics have used when describing the tale; it is a word that, in their minds, is synonymous with the “Eastern” setting of the poem” (Kelly, 101). There is the lurking threat of the unexpected (one may not be certain about a foreign Emir’s whims and characteristics), but also the lure of the marvel and richness of the East. 
	The tale might also be called idyllic in many a sense. Kelly quotes Metlitzki about this: 

For example, Dorothee Metlitzki in The Matter of Araby in Medieval England  reads the Old French Floire et Blancheflur  as a variation on the theme of marriage between Christian and Pagan. For Metlitzki, this motif is “a perfect integration of the romantic theme in the medieval idea of world harmony and universal order”. Such a union, she says, “enobles and harmonizes the two opposite cultures”. (Kelly, 102)

So there is a union between a Christian girl and a Pagan boy. Also, there is a meeting and (after some troubles, yes) fraternizing between the West and the East. The story brings worlds together, it seems. The one obvious boundary that is not crossed is the one of genders, but that might have been too big a boundary to overcome at the time. The union of Floris and Blancheflour was not truly evil seeing as Floris converted to Christianity at the end, and the communion between East and West was already very much a reality around 1250, when intercontinental trade boomed (Kelly, 104). 
	There is also the harmony within the text which need be addressed. The repetition of behaviour has already been mentioned above – the Spanish lord, the Babylonian lord and the Babylonian burgess all treat Floris in the same way, and even the phrases used to describe their behaviour are very much the same. The same sequence occurs with all three hosts: they treat Floris with utmost courtesy, Floris does not eat or drink and merely looks sad, the host inquires about his disposition, Floris tells his story and the host offers to help in any way he may. The fact then that the Saracen lords behave much like the Spanish lord, might be because the author wanted to write about good Saracens, but it might also have been for the structure and harmony of the story – and to give Floris the help he needs on the way, without having to fight his way in. It might also be a representation of a hybridity in characters (the notion of hybridity has been explained in the introduction). The mercantile environment is, of course, one of much cultural interchange, and as such the behaviour of a lords living in different port towns might have gained transcultural aspects. There is a special sort of equality in the world of merchants. Going back to the matter of harmony within the text, Floris’s father and the Emir might also be seen as juxtaposing characters, framing the story. Both are first opposed to the union of the lovers (even if for different reasons) but both are swayed after they see the earnestness with which the two love one another. One might say then, that the characters of the Saracens in Floris and Blancheflour might well largely depend on the needs of the author, who wished to create a charming, harmonious piece and appeared to have an interest in pleasant Otherness. 

Conclusion
































A God-sent Cannibal and Demon-summoning Heathens 

The oldest manuscript in which the Middle-English romance about the (in)famous king Richard the Lion-hearted can be found is the Auchinleck Manuscript, which can be dated around the first quarter of the fourteenth century (Brunner, 1). It is a heavily romanticized version of the life of the historical king Richard I, dealing mostly with his encounter with the Saracen forces while he was on his Crusade. The fact that the romance deals with characters who actually existed (Richard and his adversary Saladin are the most important ones) makes this story all the more interesting to the current discussion – will some of the differences in representing the Saracens in the romance stem from the fact that the story has been derived from historical events? When quoting this text, I will provide full translations for as far as possible, seeing as Brunner’s edition does not give a modern English translation.
The narrative starts with Richard’s parents, king Henry II and, according to the story but not according to historical fact, Cassodorien. Cassodorien was famous for not being able to look upon the Sacrament – when forced to, she literally flew away, taking her young daughter with her. This supernatural mother is an interesting replacement for the historical Eleanor of Aquitaine. Before the Crusades, the young Richard already travelled to the Holy Land on an expedition, and on his way home he is imprisoned in Germany due to a non-authorized rendezvous with a princess. This is where he tears a lion’s heart from its chest and eats it raw, thus earning himself the name Coeur de Lion. Upon his arrival on native soil, there is proclamation of a crusade, and Richard decides to go and fight. He travels to the east along with king Philip of France – the two do not get along well. Philip is often treacherous or less than courteous, while Richard is usually quite reckless and fiery. In Syria, Richard and his men fight many battles against the Saracens who fight under their leader Saladin. The romance ends when, after many negotiations, a truce of three years was established. 

Again: who is the bad guy?
While in King Horn there was no doubt about who the bad guy was, both Floris and Blancheflour and Richard Coeur de Lion are not as unambiguous about the matter. Yet, while Floris’ father did try to keep the lovers apart by selling Blancheflour (thus establishing some measure of ambiguity about who the ‘bad guys’ are), Richard the Lion-hearted is sometimes downright demonic. In a text (a romance even) about the Crusades, composed by a western author, one would expect a classical example of ‘Christian, chivalrous king battles heathen hounds who occupy the holy land’. This, however, is not truly the case. 
	The character of Richard is very ambiguous to say the least. Right at the beginning of the story, he is introduced as follows: 

	Lord Iesu, kyng off glorye,			Lord Jesus, king of glory,
	Whyche grace and uyctorye			Such grace and victory
	Þou sente to Kyng Rychard,			Thou sent to King Richard,
	Þat neuer was founde coward!		Who was never found a coward!
	(Richard Coeur de Lion, ll. 1-4)

Richard’s bravery is lauded at several instances in the text. The introduction goes on, stating that the story will relay Richard’s ‘prowess’ and ‘conquest’, and finally naming other heroic characters about whom romances have also been written before the time of this text’s composing, such as Charlemagne and King Arthur, thus placing Richard on the same kind of heroic pedestal. Oddly enough, the introduction continues with the story of Richard’s parents, and the rather unholy Cassodorien is an interesting replacement of a Richard’s historical mother Eleanor. The ambiguity starts there, by emphasising Richard’s less than wholesome heritage (legend has it that it was actually Richard’s grandmother who had supernatural aspects to her). Still, Richard’s position as a Christian king also puts him in the position of the ‘good guy’, at least where this text is concerned. He slays the Saracens with reckless abandon, and at some point it is made obvious that it would be God’s will that he act so. When Richard is about to kill sixty thousand Saracens, a French speaking angel appears to him before he starts the massacre:

Þey wer led into a place fful euene,		They were led to a place equally foul (?)
Þere Þey herden an aungele off heuene	There they heard an angel of heaven
Þat seyde: “Seynyours, tuez, tuese,		 Who said: “Seigneurs, tuez, tuez,
Spares hem nou3t, behediÞ Þese!”		Spare them not, behead them!”
Kyng Richard herede Þe aungelys voys,	 King Richard heard the angel’s voice,
And Þankyd God and Þe holy croys. 	And thanked God and the holy cross.
Þey were behedyd hastelyke,			They were beheaded with haste,
And caste into a ffoul dyke.			And cast into a foul ditch.
(Richard Coeur de Lion, ll. 3747-3754)

This addition to historical events depicts Richard as a man of God, a Christian warrior who fights at God’s command. Richard was about to kill the Saracens anyway, but the angel gave him divine approval – a free-pass to a massacre. As such, the Saracens have become the enemies of God, who must be cleared away from the Holy Land. At another instance, Saint George appears to Richard after the king found himself in a tight spot and called to Jesus for help. The appearance of Saint George turns the tide. Here also we see a representative of God who aids Richard, standing on his side. This would explain Richard’s recklessness: with such powerful allies, he cannot lose. 
	Richard’s apparent position as a warrior of God becomes problematic in the light of some of his less than savoury actions committed in Syria. At some point Richard feels rather ill, and asks his men to prepare some pork for him. They cannot find it, and as some kind of joke they prepare the meat of a Saracen corpse. Richard eats it all and feels better afterwards – he goes back into battle. When he returns, he is hungry again and asks for the head of the same pig he ate earlier. Of course, his men cannot give him that, but they cannot refuse their king either. They prepare the head of the Saracen. Instead of recoiling in horror and punishing his men, Richard thinks it a grand joke and says: 

	“What deuyl is Þis?” Þe kyng cryde,		“What devil is this??” the king cried,
	And gan to lau3e as he were wood.		And began to laugh as if he were mad.
	“What, is Sarezynys flesch Þus good?	“What, is Saracen flesh this good?
	And neuere erst j nou3t wyste?		 And never before did I know it?
	By Goddys deÞ and hys vpryste,		By God’s death and his uprising,
	Schole we neuere dye for defawte,		We shall never die of famine,
	Whyl we may in any assawte			 While we may in any assault
	Slee Sarezynyz, Þe flesh mowe take,		Slay Saracens, the flesh we can take
	SeÞen, and roste hem, and doo hem bake,	Boil, and roast them, and bake them,
	Gnawen here fflesch to Þe bones.		Gnaw the flesh to the bones.
	Now j hane it prouyd ones,			Now you have it proud ones,
	Ffor hungry ar j be woo,			When you are weak with hunger,
	J and my ffolk schole eete moo!”		You and my folk shall eat more!” 
	(Richard Coeur de Lion, ll. 3214-3226)

After this ‘great find’, Richard once even dishes out Saracen heads to a delegation of Saracens who come to negotiate. He eats his own with great pleasure, as the Saracens look at the heads in horror, whispering to one another that Richard must be the devil’s brother. Richard declares it is the custom of his folk to eat the heads of Saracens first, but that these Saracens should not fear for their lives, because it would be in poor taste to mistreat emissaries. Alan S. Ambrisco notes the strategy of these words of Richard’s: 

Engaging in psychological warfare, he interprets the Saracens’ concerned state as attributable to a pragmatic fear for their lives, not as a moral judgment on the barbarity of the custom itself. In doing so he is able to maintain the pretense that this cannibalistic custom – for him – is nothing out of the ordinary. (Ambrisco, 504) 

Next, Richard sends a messenger to Saladin, telling him that breaking up the supply lines of the western forces will have no effect – food will never grow sparse, as long as there are Saracen corpses to feast on. This gives him a great strategic advantage, and no Saracen who has been in Richard’s camp and saw him eat the human head could gainsay the apparent truth of Richard’s statement. 
	This kind of behaviour on the side of Richard makes the Saracens proclaim him a supernatural being, a devil. One can hardly blame them – even if some medieval chronicles tell us of cannibalism performed by western troupes (Ambrisco names for example the Chanson d’Antioche, which tells of cannibalism performed by a group called the Tafurs, who were under the command of either the Normans of the Flemish (Ambrisco, 508)), the authors hardly ascribe heroism to those performing acts of cannibalism – they take more trouble distancing their own people from these people than actively associating with them. Still, the narrator does not appear to condemn either the cooks or the king. He tells of the act in a rather matter-of-fact kind of way, mentioning the butchering of the ‘heÞene schrewe’ (heathen villain), but giving no judgment. Richard’s character remains problematic – he is represented as both a hero and a man with a mad streak to his character. As Carol Falvo Heffernan says: “The romance never successfully reconciles the brutality of Richard’s actions with his role as heroic Christian king” (Heffernan, 13). There appears to be only one reason why it would make sense for the cannibalism to take place: if it were to dehumanize the Saracens, placing them on the same level as pork (which would also be quite gruesome to them!). This, it seems, would be the only possible function of Richard’s cannibalism and, by dehumanizing the Saracens, his act would not even qualify as cannibalism any more. It would be the feeding on low creatures which God placed on earth to be fed on. Like pigs. Of course, this is a quite nasty and politically incorrect interpretation, but it makes sense in a way. Still, it does not quite explain the reactions of Richard’s cooks, who are quite surprised by their monarch’s reaction to the cooked Saracen’s head.
	So what about the Saracens? Are they equally ambiguous as King Richard? Not quite, but there is some measure of ambiguity to their characters as well. At least, it is safe to state they are not the only enemies in the narrative. Besides Richard’s less than wholesome characteristics, there are also the French who are, if not truly depicted as the enemy, at least shown in a very negative light. King Philip is shown as treacherous and at some instances when Richard rewards his folk and urges Philip to do the same, Philip simply ignores this call for largesse, thus also putting Richard in a better light. That does not leave out the fact that the Saracens are still, if nothing else, the enemies of the Christian faith. They occupy the Holy Land with their heathen presence, and do not want to give it up to those who see themselves as the rightful inhabitants. They are shown dabbling in the dark arts as well. When Richard’s horse died after the king just claimed a marvellous victory, Saladin was so impressed that he made Richard a gift of two fresh horses. This gesture has actually been well documented and has been taken to be the truth (Ambrisco, 500-501). The romance adds a new dimension to the gesture by stating that Saladin, once he was sure Richard would accept the gift, had his necromancer conjure up two demonic horses, a colt and a mare, and the colt is instructed to go and suckle when the mare neighs. The colt is given to Richard, while Saladin keeps the mare. As such, when the mare neighs, the colt bearing Richard will come to Saladin and kneel, exposing Richard to Saladin’s sword. Luckily for Richard, another angelic appearance comes in the night to tell him of the trap, and thus he can avoid the Saracen trick. The interesting bit here is, how a seemingly noble gesture on the part of the Saracens (the gift of horses to a formidable enemy) is turned into a nasty trick even involving the conjuration of demonic entities. This is, again, an interesting example of how an ethnic group can be transformed by placing them in a framework which is not their own, a framework which imposes its own views of this group on the representation. 
	Besides the representation of the Saracens as the enemies of God and those trafficking with demons, there is also some grudging respect which shines through in the text. This apparent, for example, in the following passage:

	King R. in Acres hadde nome		King Richard in Acres took hostage
	Off Sarezynys Þat were Þedir jcome,	Saracens that had come there,
	Þat were hys strengeste enemyes,		That were his strongest enemies,
	Hardy kny3tes and off most prys,		Hardy knights and most worthy,
	Off heÞenesse cheff-lordynges		Great lords of heathenness 
	(Richard Coeur de Lion, ll. 3347-3351)

The Saracens are then represented as formidable enemies with some measure of honour, but they are not without deceit or a connection to forces of evil. Above all, they are the enemies of the crusade, occupying the wrong place at the wrong time one might say.

The function of the Saracens
The narrative function of the Saracens is not as clear-cut in this narrative as in the previous two; perhaps because this romance is based upon historical fact. The Saracens are not the constructed ‘chosen enemies’, but the actual enemies. Nor are they there to provide a romantic setting or any such thing. They were there, they were fought against. What still may have a function, is the manner in which they are represented. If anything, they make Richard look better. This would probably be their main function in the narrative, like it was in the previously discussed texts. The Saracens acknowledge Richard’s prowess by the gift of horses; they react with fear to his bold statement concerning the eating of Saracen corpses; they dabble in dark magic and summon demonic steeds, as opposed to the god-sent king of England who is visited by angels and saints. The respect they themselves receive (like in the above passage, where they are described as Richard’s ‘strongest enemies’) only shows that such formidable foes as the Saracens can still be defeated by one such reckless, brave and eager for battle as Richard the Lion-Hearted. 

Conclusion
Finally, it may be clear that the representation of the Saracens is more problematic in this text, mostly because their position as adversary to the Christian faith is made problematic because of Richard’s apparent act of cannibalism. This surely might have some effect on how the Saracens as opponents are interpreted by the reader – is a king who eats human flesh better than the ones he eats as if they were cattle? A possible explanation for the representation of Richard as an eater of human flesh has been given above (the notion of dehumanizing the Saracens, presenting them as lowly creatures who are as low on the food chain as pigs), but it does not seem sufficient an explanation. The problem remains.












































The past three chapters have been an attempt to answer the following question: How are the Saracen people represented in the Middle English King Horn, Floris and Blancheflour, and Richard, Coeur de Lion and what is their function within the narratives? A close reading of all three narratives has been provided, and sometimes certain passages have been linked with concepts developed in postcolonial studies. Obviously, the three narratives that have been discussed are very different where their dealing with the Saracen people is concerned. The different ways in which the Saracens have been represented in the stories will be shortly discussed once more, so that it may be clear what the differences and similarities are. 
	In King Horn, the Saracens mostly fulfilled a function: they were The Enemies with capital letters, the evil force which comes sailing in to oppose Horn just at the time when it is ‘convenient’ for the story. Horn needs to grow into manhood – a boat filled with Saracens arrives to kill his father and send Horn on his way; Horn needs to prove himself as a knight, and promptly another boatload of Saracens arrives, bloodthirsty and ready to be righteously butchered by the heroic Horn. They have no established Eastern identity as such – all they want is to kill the Christians, take their land, and perhaps convert some of the survivors to their own religion. Any details concerning this religion of the Saracens is not given – they are often referred to as Pagans, and the main reason why they would try to convert the Christians to their own religion, is to add to their enemy-curriculum. They are the postcolonial Other supreme; their being different from the good people of Suddene is what is emphasised, and this alterity is necessarily evil. The other main function of the Saracens in King Horn is to make the Christian people look better. Horn is the embodiment of the Good Brave Christian Knight, and to top that, he is darned handsome too (a fact broadly acknowledged by the first group of Saracens, who were quite impressed with Horn’s looks; an attitude which might stem from the notion that beautiful equals good). When one puts a group of murderous, boasting Pagans against that shining example, it is not difficult at all to see who the hero is, and who are the bad guys.
	The approach to the representation of the Saracens in Floris and Blancheflour is entirely different. The most obvious difference is that these Saracens are not the epitome of all that is evil. There are no singularly vicious Saracen characters – even the porter, who is introduced as a nasty specimen, is not so bad at all. The Saracens function as an obstacle to the lovers’ happiness, and not even the biggest obstacle (though they are the most prominent one): the true opposing force to the union of Floris and Blancheflour was Floris’ father, the king of Spain. He is the one who sold Blancheflour to begin with, which enabled the Emir to buy her. As such, it might be said that the antagonism in the story is based on religious differences – even the pagan Floris converts to Christianity at the end. In a world in which slavery is not condemned, the Emir, as Blancheflour’s owner, actually has the law on his side. That he chose to allow the lovers to be together after hearing their plea, only makes him look better, and emphasises the purity of Floris and Blancheflour’s love. Generally, the Saracens in Floris and Blancheflour play ‘by the book’; they adhere to their own laws and are quite civilized, and actually the parallels in behaviour (between the Spanish lord and the Saracen lord, and the Spanish King and the Emir) are more striking than any difference in behaviour. These parallels make one wonder whether the representation of the Saracen characters is not mostly based on the specific needs of the author, who wants his narrative to go in a certain direction, with aid and obstacles on the way. The Saracens do have more of an established identity than the ones in King Horn, though. Still, it is not so much their behaviour as it is the setting in which they are placed which makes them stand out as different. This is another main function of the Saracen presence in Floris and Blancheflour: they provide a romantic setting, brimming with the magic and charm of the East. This exotic setting plays its own role within the narrative, providing a piece of the excitement of the foreign for a Western audience. A reason for the sympathetic treatment of the Saracens in the story could be that, as mentioned before, there was a lot of trade going on between the East and the West around the time when the story was written. A mercantile environment could cause for mercantile associations when it comes to Saracens, and stories could link into these associations. This environment might also explain the rather friendly way in which these Saracens are described – they are known in a context of collaboration, not as adversaries as such. This is merely speculation though, and possibly enough of a matter for another paper. 
	With Richard Coeur de Lion, we return to a similar treatment of the Saracen characters as found in King Horn. They function as the enemy opposing the warrior-king Richard the Lionhearted, and, even worse, the enemy of no one less than the Christian God himself. Of course, the main difference with their position as enemies and that of the Saracens in King Horn, is that this narrative is based on historical events – the Saracens fighting Richard were there, so they are not the chosen enemy of an author in need of bad guys. Generally, the romance of Richard is, of course, very much about Richard. The Saracens are (despite their charismatic leader Saladin) largely eclipsed by the charismatic, reckless King of England, who is all over the place in all his Christian, war-like, cannibalistic glory – not to mention his strange sense of humour. The cannibalism of the king is a moral problem which is not solved in the narrative, which might well affect the way the Saracens as a people are interpreted by the audience. If a good, Christian king may eat Saracen corpses, where does that leave us? I have posed a solution, stating that it might be about dehumanizing the Saracen people, showing Richard as ‘higher in the food chain’ and thus also increasing his stature. Even if this might not be enough of a solution, at least it is an interpretation of a problematic part of the narrative, which surely has implications for how the audience sees the hero/antagonist relationship. Where the level of the narrative is concerned (that is: not taking into account the historical events as chronicles represent them), the Saracens of Richard Coeur de Lion function very much like those in King Horn: they are the Enemy (Philip, the King of France, is also some sort of enemy, but not as overt as the Saracens). They occupy the Holy Land which God apparently meant for the Christian people to inhabit and defend this against the ‘rightful owners’. King Richard is shown as the representative of God, fighting in His name, for His chosen people, in order to get rid of those unbelieving Saracens. He even sends Saint George and an angel to emphasise this point, and apparently he does not reproach Richard for his often rather unorthodox methods. The Saracens on the other hand have no such divine aid – they only make themselves look worse (and more Godless) by dabbling in dark magic and summoning demonic steeds. This contrast makes Richard, as God’s champion, only look better. 
	To conclude, it would be safe to state that in all three narratives, the Saracen characters have some sort of function to fulfil. First of all, they all make the Western characters (the heroes if you will) look better. Horn is the personification of the brave, handsome, Christian Knight, Floris and Blancheflour are two beautiful youngsters who share an exquisitely pure kind of love, and King Richard is God’s unorthodox champion in the battle for the Holy Land. All these heroic characters are set off against or acknowledged by the Saracen people and shine the brighter because of it. 
	Another function of the Saracens is mostly apparent in King Horn and Floris and Blancheflour – the roles the Saracens fulfil in these narratives appear to be largely dictated by literary necessity. Especially the Saracens of Horn function, it seems, only as a literary device. Their appearance answers to the need of an author to have an adversary. In the case of Floris and Blancheflour they provide the aid along the way (though this does not truly involve any overt characterization of these people as Saracens) and provide the charming, exotic background against which the two young lovers pop out like two beautiful foreign flowers in an already brightly coloured field. In neither of the stories do the Saracen characters (meaning the individuals, not the setting) display much of a cultural identity.
	It will also be clear that Floris and Blancheflour is the narrative with the most sympathetic treatment of the Saracen characters – in both of the other stories, they are either murderous villains or enemies of the Christian faith. 
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^1	  From now on I will call them A.G.&T., and add a shortening of the relevant title.
^2	  The numbers in this quote are line numbers from the text of the Roman de Horn
